SUPPLIES

White Album Refill Page
Party Brights by Katie Pertiet
  Designer Cardstock
  Journal Cards
  2” Border Strips
Aqua Mist Solid Core Cardstock
Snow White Solid Core Cardstock
Bahama Blue Solid Core Cardstock
Everyday Birthday Stackable Stickers by Lauren Hinds
Tape Runner
Foam Mounting Squares
Navy Pen from Assorted Micron Pens
Border Maker System
Pretty Presents Design Cartridge
Bling Bling Design Cartridge

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Cut a piece of Bahama Blue Cardstock 2¼”x12”. Adhere Party Brights 2” Border Strip to Cardstock. Adhere to bottom of White Refill Page with Foam Mounting Squares.

2. Cut mat pieces from Designer Cardstock (Blue Grid) 6½”x2” for top 4”x6” photo, 4½”x5½” for left 4”x5½” photo, and 4½”x5¾” for right 4”x5” photo. Adhere photos to the mats. Note: the top photo will be matted at the top portion of the photo.

3. Use Border Maker System and Pretty Presents Cartridge to punch pink Designer Cardstock. Punch two times and trim as shown 3¼”x1¼”.

4. Cut edges from three journal cards: pink stripe 3¼”x½”, aqua dot 3½”x½”, pink dot 4”x½”.

5. Cut or punch a circle from pink Designer Cardstock 1½” diameter. Place Everyday Birthday Stackable Sticker (present) in center.

6. Use the Border Maker and Bling Bling Cartridge to punch (twice) a 4” section with Snow White Cardstock and Aqua Mist Cardstock. Cut to 2” high. Layer the two pieces with white on top offsetting the pieces to let the aqua show.

7. Adhere the pieces to the page as shown. Tuck the journal card strips under the photos and/or mats. Place the lace Stackable Sticker from Everyday Birthday under the top photo on the right side.

8. Use Foam Mounting Squares for the birthday/present Stackable Sticker.

SAMPLE